


T H E  B R A N D

Many works of art betray the 
hand of the artist. Elizabeth 
Sutton’s work, however, tells 
of the mind of the artist. Her 
compositional signature is 
a strong undercurrent of 
mathematical proportion and 
algorithmic color placement. 
Nothing is accidental; 
everything is intuitive.  For 
Sutton, process is paramount 
and it begins with a survey of 
surface and dimension.  
 
Working through each 
concept as if solving a 
puzzle, she strives for

balance, never leaving unexamined the precise nuances of her creative 
subject.  With a strong background in mathematics and business, Sutton’s 
exacting process aims for a perfection that yet unfolds organically, creating 
pieces that are simultaneously unique and consistent in their compositional 
equilibrium. 
 
Many works of art betray the hand of the artist. Elizabeth Sutton’s work, 
however, tells of the mind of the artist. Her compositional signature is a 
strong undercurrent of mathematical proportion and algorithmic color 
placement. Nothing is accidental; everything is intuitive. 

For Sutton, process is paramount and it begins with a survey of surface and 
dimension. 

Working through each concept as if solving a puzzle, she strives for balance, 
never leaving unexamined the precise nuances of her creative subject.  With 
a strong background in mathematics and business, Sutton’s exacting process 
aims for a perfection that yet unfolds organically, creating pieces that are 
simultaneously unique and consistent in their compositional equilibrium.

The work itself exhibits her 
 skillful precision, eye for 
�balance�and�decorous�flow-
 along side her clients’ personal  
predilections and tastes.  That’s 
why each piece speaks to the 
personalities of both its  creator 
and customer. And  with a nod 
to pop and a dash  of kitsch, 
Sutton creates  compositions 
that are focused on enlivening 
spaces and  uplifting spirits. 

Sutton�believes�that�her�compositions�find�engaging�the�viewer�with��While�
Elizabeth Sutton was a part of the NYDesigns incubator program, she was 
featured in the 2016 Hamptons Designer Showhouse as well as the 
Affordable Art Fair. In 2017, Sutton contributed to the nationally-recognized 
92nd Street Y’s Spring Fundraiser, installed works at Lenox Health 
Greenwich Village, which is housed in the landmarked National Maritime 
Union Building, as well as Michelin starred Sushi of Gari, and participated 
in the Architectural Digest Design Show. Recently named one of the “most 
exciting” female makers by Design Milk, Sutton plans to launch a line of 
art-inspired home accessories by 2018.
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Elizabeth Sutton Presents Good Vibes Only for Art Start

Good Vibes Only sponsored by Hellisoy and BeMixed

The Kidz Nex’ Door Performance, former Art Start youth

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
(New York, NY) -- On 
Thursday evening, Elizabeth 
Sutton and Art Start cele-
brated Good Vibes Only, 
a�charity�cocktail�benefit�at�
Gansevoort Market where 
the rising visual artist raised 
over $25k in support of 
the�nonprofit,�which�has�
provided arts programs for 
underprivileged teens 
affected by homelessness in 
New York City for the past 
25 years. Art Start Co-Di-
rector Johanna de los Santos 
called it “by far the most 
successful fundraising event” 
in her 10+ years with the 
organization.

Patrons enjoyed an impressive breakdance performance by former Art 
Start youth, The Kidz Nex’ Door, an art auction featuring Elizabeth Sutton 
Collection and works by the Art Start Youth, cocktails by Hellisøy and 
BeMixed, as well as gift auction items from JetBlue, Giuseppe Zanotti, Park 
Avenue Skin Solutions, Montblanc, Moschino, Grandstand Sports & 
Memorabilia, and more.  At the start of the evening, Sutton introduced 
emcee Phil Sullivan, a formerly homeless model and advocate, and spoke 
of their mutual inspiration for working with the organization.

Art Start provides three types of programming for underserved youth in 
some of New York City’s loneliest places, through consistent creative work-
shops inside homeless shelters, alternatives to incarceration programs, and 
partnering�with�youth�agencies.�This�wasn’t�the�first�philanthropic�endeavor�
for Sutton. The Brooklyn-born millennial says that her eyes were millennial 
says that her eyes were opened to the magnitude of the issue of homeless-
ness in New York City, while attending college, near Union Square.
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Artwork for auction by Elizabeth Sutton Collection

Phil Sullivan, Elizabeth Sutton, Gio (Event Producer), 
Michelle Farber (Event planner)

Artwork for auction by Art Start youth

Art Start partnership, Nataly Kogan, CEO and Founder of Happier and 
former Venture Capitalist, will be creating info-graphics to help inspire the 
youth in the Art Start Program and raise further awareness.

Click here to follow Elizabeth Sutton. The ESC x Art Start Good Vibes Only 
GoFundMe Campaign will run through November. 

MORE: 
PRESS CONTACT: 
Natasha Roberts 
Natasha@tkbn.co 
215-858-2742

LINK TO Z100 Shout-out: Click Here
LINK TO IMAGES (credit Denis Leon): Click Here

Since then, she has personally 
sponsored and mentored home-
less individuals in her neighbor-
hood, donated Elizabeth Sutton 
Collection artwork to the 92nd 
Street Y’s Spring Fundraiser, the 
Morris & Paulette Bailey Sephar-
dic Community Center, Couture 
for a Cause, and Lenox Health 
Greenwich Village – another 
partnership facilitated through 
Sutton’s PR team, following Breast 
Cancer Awareness Month last fall 
– and she completed a mural at 
the landmark facility housed in the 
former Maritime Union Building, 
ahead of their ribbon cutting 
ceremony on October 25th. In 
the next phase of Elizabeth’s

https://www.instagram.com/elizabethsuttoncollection/?hl=en
mailto:Natasha%40tkbn.co?subject=Press%20Release%20-%20GVO%20ArtStart%20Inquiry
https://www.dropbox.com/s/a0rqpqsx7ju224f/171017_GOODVIBESSKEERY747.mp3?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/jhdh3zut5v9a45g/AABfejn-pMBG0AeI0-LsaelDa?dl=0
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NEW YORK CELEBRITY BULLETIN, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 2017

TODAY

MORGAN FREEMAN

Academy Award-winning actor,
documentary producer, and host
Morgan Freeman will be joined by
Executive Producers Lori McCreary
and James Younger for the Premiere
Screening of "The Story of Us with
Morgan Freeman" tonight Thursday,
Sept. 28, 6:30 PM at The Paley Center
for Media (25 W. 52nd St.). The
evening, part of the 2017 PaleyLive
season, will feature a premiere
screening of the series, a panel
conversation, and audience Q&A with
the cast and creative team. "The Story
of Us with Morgan Freeman" will
premiere in October on National
Geographic and seen in over 170
countries. The series is an expansion of
the network's Emmy-nominated
franchise "The Story of God with
Morgan Freeman," one of National
Geographic's most-watched series of all
time.
Contact:
PR (Freeman): Stan Rosenfield &
Assoc., Stan Rosenfield 310/407-
3444 stan@sra-pr.com
Event Press Contact: The Paley
Center, Teresa Brady 212/621-
6697 tbrady@paleycenter.org

HARRISON FORD

Harrison Ford is in NY for promotional
activities / talk show rounds in support
of Blade Runner 2049, in which he reprises
his role opposite Ryan Gosling. Warner
Bros. Pictures will release the highly
anticipated sequel in theaters on Friday,
Oct. 6th.
Contact:
PR (Ford): Slate PR, Ina Treciokas
310/461-0102 ina@slate-pr.com
"Blade Runner 2049" Press Contact:
Warner Bros. Pictures, Nadia
Ahmadein 212/636-
5875 nadia.ahmadein@warnerbros.com

NEXT 7 DAYS

DUSTIN HOFFMAN

Oscar winner Dustin Hoffman and co-
star Adam Sandler will conduct promotional
activities / talk show appearances next week in
support of their starring roles in writer/director
Noah Baumbach's The Meyerowitz Stories
(New and Selected), which willl have its US
Premiere on Oct. 1st, 6 PM at Alice Tully Hall as
part of the 55th New York Film Festival. Ben
Stiller, Elizabeth Marvel, Emma Thompson,
Adam Driver, Candice Bergen, Judd
Hirsch, Grace Van Patten, and Rebecca
Miller, also star in the film which launches
globally on Netflix and in select theaters across
the country on Friday, Oct. 13.
Contact:
Agent: WME, Adam Venit 310/248-3062
avenit@wmeentertainment.com / Jessica
Kovacevic 310/248-3050
jkovacevic@wmeentertainment.com
"The Meyerowitz Stories..." PR: Strategy PR,
Chanelle
James Chanelle.James@StrategyPR.net (NY)
/ Jonathan Epstein
Jonathan.Epstein@StrategyPR.net (LA)

ELIZABETH MARVEL

1:1 In-Person Interviews & Phoners will be
available with writer/director Noah
Baumbach and actresses Elizabeth
Marvel and Grace Van Patten during
The Meyerowitz Stories (New and Selected)
New York Press Days on Monday, Oct. 2
and Tuesday, Oct. 3 at the Mandarin
Oriental (80 Columbus Circle). The film
which also stars Adam Sandler, Ben
Stiller, Dustin Hoffman, Emma
Thompson, Adam Driver, Candice
Bergen, Judd Hirsch, and Rebecca
Miller, launches globally on Netflix and in
select theaters across the country on
Friday, Oct. 13.
Contact:
Agent: Innovative Artists, Lisa Lieberman
212/659-5111 lisa@iany.com
Film PR/ Interview Requests: Strategy PR,
Chanelle James 
Chanelle.James@StrategyPR.net (NY) /
Jonathan Epstein 
Jonathan.Epstein@StrategyPR.net (LA)
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Artist Elizabeth Sutton hosted a dinner and cocktail party to welcome The 
Elizabeth Sutton Collection into Beautique restaurant in New York City. 
Amongst a table full of her closest friends and family, the artist leisurely 
thumbed through her iphone to reference several pieces under 
construction and pieces that were commissioned for private clients and it 
was giving me major Lisa Frank vibes. 
 
The Elizabeth Sutton Collection consists of emoji-inspired glitter lips and 
oversized typography with motivational words like “Conquer” and “Hustle” 
in bold colors. For Beautique, her signature red lips and pop culture-in

spired collages (Vogue Magazine cover clippings, glossed up and arranged 
methodically) were hanging in the restaurant’s lounge area, located seductively 
in the back of the dining room, through black velvetcurtains. 
 
Elizabeth Sutton’s compositional signature is a strong undercurrent of math-
ematical proportion and algorithmic color placement. There’s fancy lettering 
and lots of glitter, yet sophisticated enough to appeal to the New York fashion 
crowd.

Dinner With Artist Elizabeth Sutton
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“I was a bored Upper East Side stay-at-home mom, craving a challenge 
and creative outlet, so I decided to go to the art store located a few blocks 
away from my apartment and make something. 
 
” Elizabeth recalls. Several years later, Elizabeth has grown a business - a 
savvy artist at work. While her family will always be her number one priority, 
her�artwork�has�definitely�filled�a�void�in�her�life.�Plus�creating�beauty�from�a�
blank canvas to make other people feel good is one of her biggest accom-
plishments thus far.

Elizabeth’s work was on view at the 2016 Affordable Art Fair and currently, 
her work can be found in several locations around New York City, and both a 
restaurant and celebrity-owned boutique in Southampton. 
 
She is in talks to make several donations to local medical centers as well. This 
October, “in support of Breast Cancer Awareness month,” Sutton says, “and the 
people�around�the�world�working�tirelessly�to�find�a�cure,�I�am�auctioning�one�of�
my�custom�3D�butterfly�pieces�and�donating�100%�of�proceeds�to�cancer�re-
search. Every 19 seconds, a case of breast cancer is diagnosed. I am a mother, a 
daughter, a sister, and I want to do all I can to support women around the world 
who�are�fighting�for�their�lives.”

You can view more of Elizabeth Sutton’s work on her Instagram 
@ElizabethSuttonCollection.

Dinner With Artist Elizabeth Sutton

https://www.instagram.com/elizabethsuttoncollection/
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For art infused with playful energy and impeccable style, look no further 
than the work of Elizabeth Sutton. This young mom and lifelong New Yorker 
gave us the scoop on her latest series of paintings, the philosophy behind 
her unique use of color and how she maintains her incredible work ethic.
 
AZ: Give us 3 words that best describe your art.
ES: My art is happy, vibrant and bright.

AZ: Zodiac sign?
ES: I’m a December Sagittarius.
 
AZ: Drink of choice?
ES: Normally I keep it simple with a good glass of wine, but I love sake with 
sushi.
 
AZ:�Talk�to�us�about�your�first�exposure�to�the�arts.
ES: I’ve lived in NYC my whole life, and the number of times I’ve gone to every 
single museum in the city, I can’t even count. 
 
AZ: Do you remember the day you realized you wanted to do art full-time?
ES: In October of 2015, I began painting again for fun and I shared some pho-
tos on Instagram. A few days later, one of my followers commissioned a piece 
and since then I haven’t slowed down.
 
AZ: Talk to us about your process.
ES: My process is very much intuitive. For the most part, I do not digitally plan 
my artworks—I envision the works, mentally playing over different variations, 
and I put them straight onto wood. For my latest series, “Icons,” I have had to do 
some digital prep work to create proper shapes, but even for those works, the 
colors and shadows are crafted intuitively and are not predetermined. I think my 
ability to balance color and shape is where my strength lies. And although most 
who have observed my practice often comment that my work is so tedious that 
they�don’t�understand�how�I�have�the�patience�to�do�it,�I�find�it�extremely�med-
itative and therapeutic. Patience is not exactly my “virtue” and most days I feel I 
can identify with ADHD, but when it comes to my art I could stand for 12 hours 
straight painting, perfectly content and at peace. And whereas many artists can 
work�on�piece�for�months,�unsure�of�whether�or�not�they�are�finished,�my�works 
definitely�have�a�beginning�and�an�end.�For�me,�there�is�nothing�more�satisfying�
than�placing�the�final�detail.

ICONS: An Interview With Artist Elizabeth Sutton
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AZ: You use a lot of bright color. Is there a reason for that? Do you have a 
favorite color that you always try to incorporate? 

ES: My favorite aspect of what I do and what I create is that I make “happy” 
art—for me, happiness and color equate to one another. I feel colors evoke 
happier energies. . .
 
And I do have a favorite color (navy) but in my art, I am sometimes biased to 
primary palettes and rainbow palettes.

AZ: How did the partnership with Beautique come about? 

ES: I go way back with the owner of Beautique, Jon. And coincidentally, 
when I started pursuing my art as a career, a blogger friend of mine hap-
pened to have a meeting with him in the space and she overheard him 
saying that he needed to get art on the walls ASAP. 

She chimed in to recommend my work and, when he realized that we knew 
each other, we got in touch right away. Beautique is such a beautiful space 
and the opportunity to create works for the restaurant, and have a little bit of 
fun with what we placed in the lounge, is such a pleasure and an honor.
 
AZ: How did you choose the pieces that are currently displayed at 
Beautique? Why those icons? 

ES: The “Icons” are actually my newest series and my favorite collection 
to date, which happened to fall in line with fashion week. Aesthetically, the 
pieces�worked�together,�but�I�wanted�to�focus�on�people�who�were�influential�
in different cultural spheres, from fashion and design to sports and 
entertainment, many of whom I admire personally.

READ MORE

ICONS: An Interview With Artist Elizabeth Sutton

http://artzealous.com/icons-an-interview-with-artist-elizabeth-sutton/
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Self taught artist, Elizabeth Sutton, has made her mark on the New York 
pop art scene in only a little over a year. When asked why she started 
making art, she said it came from a practical place. “I wanted to be more 
intellectually�challenged,�financially�independent�and�have�something�that�is�
entirely my own.” Sutton, who graduated with honors from Baruch College with 
degrees in business administration and marketing, infuses her art with 
the same precision and character that shape her as a person. “I am a bit 
obsessive.�Once�I�start�something,� I�must�finish�it.�This�need�to�be�exacting�
penetrates many of my pieces.” Sutton’s art is geometric yet whimsical. She is 
a master of pop color and believes that precision leads to beauty.

This embrace of her natural traits and aesthetic instincts lends a refreshing 
tone to her pop art pieces.  
 
Sutton started as a casual artist. “I made a few pieces for my home. I wasn’t 
thinking bigger picture in the beginning” she said. Her work started receiving 
attention�when�she�posted�one�of�her�first�paintings�on�Instagram.�She�had�
hung the artwork in her son’s nursery and, within a few days, she had 
requests from friends and strangers to make more art. She also hung her 
work around her Upper East Side apartment, inviting more requests for 
commissions. “Cooking gourmet meals twice a day was one of my creative 
outlets for a long time” said Sutton. “Sometimes, friends would attend these 
meals and notice my artwork. Many of them would inevitably ask if I was 
willing to do a piece for them.” Soon, she was making gifts and being 
commissioned. The attention grew from there. “In the beginning, when a 
piece was to be delivered to a friend or client, it might sit in the lobby with the 
doorman for a few minutes. Building residents were asking where the 
painting was from and if I was willing to do a piece for them. I was getting 
requests�to�make�pieces�after�five�minutes�of�the�painting�sitting�there�and�so 
I knew I had something special” said Sutton.

When asked what her work life balance is, she laughed. “Some days it’s more 
personal, some days it’s more life. Some days you just don’t sleep.” Working 
70 hour weeks in her Long Island City studio is standard for Sutton, a mother 
of�two.�When�asked�about�her�inspirations,�Sutton�replied�confidently.�“I�love�
artists such as Deborah Katz, Andy Warhol and Damien Hirst, but the inspira-
tion comes from within, from my own thoughts. I love color and am constantly 
inspired by new patterns.” Sutton employs the use of knives and tape to keep 
her work exacting, yet she allows her natural ideas of beauty to guide her piec-
es. “There is beauty in precision. But I also work intuitively. Aside from my Icon 
pieces, I don’t plan how a piece will turn out.”

“Under 30 Features Elizabeth Sutton”
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Sutton� has�many� styles�of�work.�Her� signature�pieces� are� her�butterflies� –�
sparkly, colorful and fun, they are a favorite for enlivening any room. Her 
geometric abstractions and icons are also bestsellers and are getting 
recognition amongst collectors and celebrities. They are exacting and 
complex, the array of colors or images leading the viewer on a journey around 
her�canvases.�Both�her�butterflies�and�her�geometric�works�are�purely�from�
personal inspiration while her Icon series, in which she reimagines famous 
faces, employs a more studied and preemptive route. “My Icon pieces are 
more�planned�out.� I�use�a�computer�program�to�figure�out� the�best�angles�
and then I decide on colors.” While Sutton does many pieces for general 
exhibition, she is often busy creating pieces for clients. “A lot of my work is 
custom. I like listening to my clients and seeing what and who they like. If you 
like James Bond or Twiggy, I can make an Icon piece that you will love.”

One of Sutton’s biggest breaks came when she was on vacation with her 
family. Ryan Serhant of Million Dollar Listing had seen her work and asked 
if she could create a few pieces to help stage a new development in 
TriBeCa. “There I was, sitting in Costa Rica, planning how to get these 
paintings to Ryan within two weeks. It was a big deal. Thankfully, I pulled it off” 
said Sutton.

When asked how she markets herself, she assured this author that she 
networks relentlessly as well as receives orders simply by posting to 
Instagram. “People see my work and reach out, asking if I can make 
them a piece. Sometimes it is very natural, other times it’s a hustle” said 
Sutton. When asked about growing her business, she responded as an artist 

with a degree in business and marketing would. “I want to penetrate the 
market more. I paint, I network, I am very busy. I just made 4 new hires to help 
with the expansion of my business.” When asked about her connection with 
Exceed, Sutton said, “Exceed is a great organization that has a lot to offer 
someone like me. They have great contacts and supporters and I look forward 
to working with them.”
 
Earlier this year, Sutton participated in the 2017 Architectural Digest Design 
Show and donated artworks to the 92nd Street Y’s Annual Fundraiser as 
well as Lenox Health Greenwich Village. Sutton hopes to soon expand into 
more restaurants and hotels, with an upcoming installation at Michelin-starred 
Sushi of Gari’s 46th Street location. Sutton is also in the process of creating 
custom artwork for an in-store display at Bergdorf Goodman for Bari Lynn. Her 
work is currently available online at ElizabethSuttonCollection.com and is on 
display at Beautique, next door to the famed Paris Theatre. 

“Under 30 Features Elizabeth Sutton”
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Elizabeth Sutton donated three custom artworks to Northwell Health, which 
are prominently displayed at Lenox Health Greenwich Village, housed 
in the historic landmarked National Maritime Union Building on Seventh 
Avenue in New York City. 

Northwell Health Foundation - Lenox Hill Hospital
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Media & Sales Requests By Appointment:

Natasha Roberts
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215.858.2742
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